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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Data backup S7-PLC PN-port on FTP-server

S7-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PN-port on FTP-server

Informations about the bus

View information from the connected bus-system in plain text without using the
Simatic-Manager or TIA-Portal. With the connection-menu you get the list of reachable
nodes, marked in color whether it is an "active bus-participant", is a "candidate for
inclusion in the bus" or a "passive bus-participant".
 You can also see whether cyclic bus-parameter-protocols have been received, you are "in
the bus" yourself, the bus-address of the participant recognized as a "direct participant"
(on which the S7-LAN is located) and whether the contained modules such as "variable
control", "gateway-coupling",... actively communicate.



Universal communication at all interfaces

Wired or wireless communication (WIFI) via the same adapter with the respective control
Devices from the BRIDGE-family always connect a wired-network with a
wireless-network (WIFI) and a specific PLC-interface. This gives you access to the
directly connected controller via WIFI (with S7 to the entired bus) as well as to the wired
Ethernet. Of course also from wired Ethernet to WIFI and control/bus.
 Always connected to each other, all made possible by the devices of the BRIDGE-family.

Saving of phone cost through call-back

You need a communication over the phone with your operation of facilities, but do not
want to pay the phone bills? No problem, with the TELE-router you are able to work even
with recall. This means that you first call the device and tell him that you want a call back.
If the credentials are correct and the recall is permitted, the TELE-router connection is
terminated and then it calls back the transferred number. Your customer shall bear the cost
of the connection.



Operation as bridge

You have two or more clients which should communicate together without
LAN-cable-connection? No problem, you connect a "Access-Point" configured ALF to
this device and to the other device a "Client" configured ALF. Then connect the "Client"
with the "Access-Point" and the device are able to communicate together.

S7-CP-replacement (without LAN-CP to the PLC-device)

Do you have a S7-PLC-device without CP243-1, CP343-1 or CP443-1 and would like to
connect via LAN? Then plug the S7-LAN on the PLC-device and your access via
RFC1006 is ready for use.


